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Abstract. Use of proxy servers to filter content is very critical in achieving both personal and enterprise security. A common practice to perform
this task is by allowing a man-in-the-middle to intercept the traffic unconditionally and act as a proxy between the client and the server. While
this method is good enough for unencrypted HTTP connections, it is not
a good practice in encrypted HTTPS (SSL/TLS) connections. In this
paper, we introduce an access-controlled limited proxying framework to
allow HTTPS content filtering based on the Internet X.509 Public Key
Infrastructure (PKI) Proxy Certificate Profile. Limited proxying allows
the client and the server to decide which content can be accessed by a
proxy to avoid compromise of sensitive content. The proposed framework
grants the user full control to grant or revoke specific proxy privileges
which enhances the user’s privacy online. We also define and argue about
the security properties of the framework as well as some practical considerations for its implementation.
Keywords: Proxy Servers · Content Filtering · Proxy Certificate Profile
· Privacy
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Introduction

Content filtering is used extensively to achieve different tasks. For example, content filtering systems are used by parents to filter inappropriate content [45,27],
by anti-malware systems such as [7] to filter content in order to ensure enterprise
or personal security, and by governments for surveillance and censorship [17,8].
There exist different types of content control systems [40] such as email filtering [6,1], DNS-based filtering [4], network-based filtering, and web proxy filtering
[40].
In HTTP proxy filtering, the client does not connect directly to the server,
yet, the network is configured to allow (or force) users to connect to HTTP
servers via a proxy server. This man-in-the-middle approach is sometimes used
for the same purposes to filter connections to HTTPS servers. However, this
?
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approach doesn’t differentiate between legitimate proxying approved by users
and forged SSL certificate attacks initiated against users. Moreover, this interception exposes the security of the SSL/TLS protocol 1 and can result in severe
consequences [19,33,31]. This motivates the need for a framework that legalizes
the use of HTTPS proxy servers so that a clear distinction is made between
accountable proxying and unauthorized attacks.
Contributions The following contributions are included in this paper:
– We introduce a use case and a policy language for the X.509 Proxy Certificate
Profile described in RFC 3820 [49] to enable limited proxying capabilities for
the task of web content filtering.
– We propose a framework and practical advise for the mechanism of verifying
the identity and privileges of content filtering systems and handling sensitive data on connections established with a principal identifying by a proxy
certificate. This privacy-enhancing framework gives the user full control to
grant or revoke specific proxy privileges.
– We discuss the security properties of the proposed framework and demonstrate an application as well as practical considerations when implementing
in the real world.
Outline The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
necessary background and related work. Then, section 3 defines the threat model,
system requirements, and the proposed framework. Then, section 4 discusses
the security properties, applications, and practical advise for implementation.
Finally, section 5 concludes the paper and introduces the future directions.

2

Background and Related Work

2.1

Content Filtering Systems

Content filtering systems are systems that inspect web content and/or web URLs
for removing or blocking unwanted content [40]. These systems vary in both
the method and the application. Nowadays, most content filtering systems use
machine learning or artificial intelligence [44,28] to rule out unwanted content.
Some systems also use this in combination with a list of unwanted websites [40]
such as Google’s safe browsing API 2 . Content filtering is used at scale for a
wide variety of applications such as:
– Parental access control to block adult or unsafe content [45,27]
– Malware detection by antivirus software such as Symantec WebFilter
– Government mass survelliance and content censorship [17,8]
1

2
3

3

In this paper’s scope, we are not interested in differentiating between SSL and TLS
connections. Unless clearly stated or suffixed by a version number, we consider both
terms as a method to communicate encrypted web traffic payload.
https://developers.google.com/safe-browsing/
https://www.symantec.com/products/webfilter-intelligent-services
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HTTPS Interception

The two standard protocols to encrypt HTTP traffic are Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL) [25] and its successor Transport Layer Security (TLS) [15,13,14,46]. When
the TLS protocol was introduced [15], it was assumed that all the functionalities
reside on the connection endpoints. Middlebox network security solutions are not
“legal” under this assumption, so middleboxes resort to going around the protocol. HTTPS interception refers to the common man-in-the-middle (MITM)
attack done by inserting a middlebox between the HTTPS client and server
which is demonstrated in figure 1. Intercepting HTTPS traffic using this naive
MITM approach is not recommended [19] because it can severely reduce connection security. In the literature, multiple alternatives to naive interception were
proposed [19] such as:

Client

1:2ClientHello

Proxy

Server
2:2ClientHello'

3:2ServerHello,2ServerCert
4:2ServerHello',2ServerCert'
5:2ClientKeyExchange,2ChangeCipherSpec,2Finished
6:2ClientKeyExchange',2ChangeCipherSpec',2Finished
7:2ChangeCipherSpec,2Finished
8:2ChangeCipherSpec,2Finished

Fig. 1. Man-in-The-Middle HTTPS handshake interception by a proxy: The proxy
intercepts the connection by creating two client-server connections with the original
parties. Usually, a new certificate authority (CA) is added on the client side to trust
that “forged” ServerCert' certificate. Messages transmitted by the proxy are colored
in red and a prime is added to distinguish possibly altered messages. In addition to
the fact that the proxy will use a “forged” certificate, this approach is not safe and
can degrade security because the proxy can use out-dated TLS versions or weak cipher
suites [19].

1. HTTP 2.0 Explicit Trusted Proxy RFC [36]: This very simple solution
requires middleboxes to explicitly notify the client of the interception.
2. TLS Proxy Server Extension [37]: This extends the idea of explicit proxy
in HTTP to HTTPS, requiring the proxy to indicate the interception, and
to additionally relay proxy-server session information back to the client.
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3. Multi-context TLS (mcTLS) [41]: This approach introduced an extended version of TLS that requires endpoints to explicitly specify permitted
middleboxes in order to securely authenticate each hop and cryptographically control exactly what data middleboxes can access. This protocol, however, was proven to be insecure because it lacked formal analysis [3].
4. BlindBox [47]: In this approach, instead of thinking how to “legitimately”
insert the proxy, the proxy is just let to observe the traffic in its encrypted
form and advise what to do after performing deep packet inspection (DPI)
over encrypted traffic.
5. Hardware-Assisted Middleboxes [26,29,43,48,18,11,35]: These systems leverage the use of trusted hardware such as Intel’s Software Guard
Extensions (SGX) [2,38,30,10] to support the middlebox’s functionality and
security properties.
6. Formally verified accountable proxying [3]: This paper introduced a
new notion of security for middleboxes intercepting the TLS connections
called Authenticated and Confidential Channel Establishment with Accountable Proxies (ACCE-AP). They use this formal model to show the insecurity
of existing middlebox techniques such as [41] and introduce a formally verified ACCE-AP -secure framework for accountable proxying.
Our method is different from prior work in the sense that it employs an
access-control strategy by properly delegating an honest proxy via proxy certificates [49] without reliance on trusted hardware. Except for relaying back the
server certificate along with the proxy certificate to the client and adding extra
restrictive checks, we don’t modify the handshakes of the TLS. Additionally,
our method is independent of the TLS version used and doesn’t require much
software updates to the connection endpoints.
2.3

Analyzing SSL Certificates

It is not a good practice to blindly trust an SSL certificate. Many problems
including private keys compromise, and forged SSL certificates can arise in the
wild. For example, [31] analyzed SSL certificates from a sample collected via a
research network as well as active websites and found that over 40% of their
sample exhibit broken certificate chains. In a study done by Facebook [33], it
was found that 0.2% of the SSL connections sampled from a small portion of
Facebook traffic were tampered with forged SSL certificates, most of them related
to antivirus software and corporate-scale content filters. Although some of those
“forged” certificates are issued based on the user’s consent, it is not a good idea
to pool an attacker and a legitimate antivirus in the same pool.
2.4

Proxy Certificate Profile

The concept of computational grids [22] has emerged in the late 90’s to support
high performance computing needs. The Globus project [23] was introduced to
enable the construction of computational grids providing pervasive, dependable,
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and consistent access to high-performance computational resources, despite geographical distribution of both resources and users. As these computational grids
grew and became popular, their security concerns grew rapidly as well. [24] was
one of the earliest efforts to introduce security requirements, develop a security
policy and corresponding security architecture for computing grids. This came
with an implementation within the Globus metacomputing toolkit [23]. Later,
the implementation was separated as an online repository credentials management system called MyProxy 4 [42] which was later proposed as IETF RFC 3820
[49]. RFC 38205 defines a certificate profile based on the Internet X.509 Public
Key Infrastructure defined in RFC 3280 [32] and updated in RFC 5280 [9].
Terminology We list some useful terms from RFC 3820 [49] and RFC 5280 [9]
that will be helpful in describing the proposed framework later:
– Certificate Authority (CA): An authority that is authorized to certify
entities by certificates upon which the relying parties can depend.
– End Entity Certificate (EEC): Sometimes called Public Key Certificate
(PKC); An X.509 Public Key Certificate issued to an end entity, such as a
user or a service, by a CA.
– Proxy Certificate (PC): A PKC with special fields issued by an end entity
delegating some of its priveligies to another entity.
– Proxy Issuer (PI): An entity with an End Entity Certificate or Proxy
Certificate that issues a Proxy Certificate.
– Attribute Certificate (AC): Sometimes called Authorization Certificate;
(defined in RFC 3281 [21] which was obsoleted by RFC 5755 [20]) A certificate that contains the attributes associated with an end entity. While a PKC
is used as a proof of identity, the AC is used as a proof of authorization.
– Attribute Authority (AA): (defined in RFC 3281 [21] which was obsoleted
by RFC 5755 [20]) An authority that can issue attribute certificates.
– Certificate Revocation List (CRL): A list of certificates that were revoked before their expiry dates. Certificates in this list should not be trusted
by relying parties.
Proxy certificates are associated with a public and private key pair that is
separate from its holder’s EEC. A proxy certificate can only sign other proxy
certificates. The relying party is the party who is interested in verifying the
validity of the certificate. For example, in a TLS connection where a server
provides a server certificate, a relying party can be the client’s web browser.
This profile adds the extension listed in listing 1.1 which introduces the following proxy certificate fields:
1. pCPathLenConstraint: An integer that defines the delegation depth for a
certain proxy.
4
5

http://grid.ncsa.illinois.edu/myproxy/
Although dating back to 2004, this is the most updated version of the RFC to our
knowledge.
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2. policyLanguage: An identifier for the language used in interpreting the policy
field. The RFC encourages acquiring an object identifier (OID) for these
languages.
3. policy: The delegation policy from the issuer to the proxy that specified the
scope of the privileges being delegated to the proxy.
Listing 1.1. ProxyCertInfo Extension Definition From [49] defined in the Abstract
Syntax Notation One (ASN.1) [34]

1 −− The P r o x y C e r t I n f o E x t e n s i o n
2
P r o x y C e r t I n f o E x t e n s i o n : : = SEQUENCE {
3
pCPathLenConstraint
ProxyCertPathLengthConstraint OPTIONAL,
4
proxyPolicy
ProxyPolicy
5
}
6
7
ProxyCertPathLengthConstraint : : = INTEGER
8
P r o x y P o l i c y : : = SEQUENCE {
9
policyLanguage
OBJECT IDENTIFIER ,
10
policy
OCTET STRING OPTIONAL
11
}

Issuing a proxy certificate To issue a proxy certificate, first a new public and
private key pair is generated. A request for a PC is created. The proxy issuer verifies that the PC request is valid by checking that the PC fields are appropriately
set. If the fields are appropriately set, the PI signs the PC using the private key
of either an associated EEC or a PC. A PI may use the pCPathLenConstraint
field of the proxyCertInfo to limit subsequent delegation of this PC. If it is set
to zero, the proxy’s delegated privileges can not be delegated further.
Verifying a proxy certificate Verifying a request made using a proxy certificate is the responsibility of the relying party. Definition 1 gives the conditions
to validate the path of a proxy certificate. It has to be used in conjunction with
path validation of EEC as in RFC 5280. In definition 2, the conditions for a valid
proxy certificate are stated. These definitions are mentioned here because they
are slightly different from RFC 3820 in the sense that we allow a proxy issuer to
revoke a proxy certificate by publishing it to a CRL.
Definition 1. A path containing a succession of proxy certificates {C1 , ..., Cn }
is valid if:
1. C1 is a valid proxy certificate issued by a valid end entity certificate6
6

We don’t describe how to verify an end entity certificate in this definition. Verifying
an EEC is done in accordance with RFC 5280.
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2. ∀ x ∈ {1, ..., n − 1}, the subject of certificate Cx is the issuer of the proxy
certificate Cx+1
3. ∀ x ∈ {1, ..., n}, Cx is valid at the time in question (not expired nor revoked).
4. ∀x ∈ {1, ..., n−1}, if Cx contains a pCPathLenConstraint field, then n−x ≤
pCPathLenConstraint
Definition 2. Let {C1 , ...., Cn } be a path of proxy certificates with policies written in the policy language policyLanguage and C0 be the parent EEC of C1 . A
request Q made via proxy certificate Cn is considered valid by a relying party R
if it satisfies the following conditions:
{C1 , ...., Cn } is a valid path of proxy certificates
R can interpret policyLanguage
Q is allowed under Cn ’s policy
If the proxy issuer of Cn is an EEC, then R must authorize this PI to perform
Q
5. If the proxy issuer of Cn is a PC, then either (i) R authorizes the owner of
Cn−1 to perform Q, or (ii) Cn−1 inherits the right to perform Q by a parent
proxy certificate Cn−2 . This right is verified recursively using this definition
by checking if Q made via Cn−2 is considered valid by the relying party R.
1.
2.
3.
4.

If the request is not valid, it is up to the relying party to either deny it or
act as if no proxy certificate was provided.

3
3.1

Proposed Framework
Threat Model

We assume the attacker has the capabilities of the Dolev-Yao active attacker
model [16]. This attacker can eavesdrop, delete, replace, re-transmit, and delay
messages that honest parties communicate over the network. They can also send
any message over the network. We assume the security of private keys and private
communication channels as well as perfect cryptography. We assume that the
proxy server is a trusted party and won’t collude or tamper with the traffic. We
don’t consider the process of certifying entities and its socioeconomics. However,
in section 4.3, we give advice on bringing this method to the real world with some
consideration to these factors.
3.2

Security Requirements

The client-proxy and proxy-server connections must conform to the security
requirements of an HTTPS connection. Besides these requirements, the proposed
framework has to satisfy some requirements that we list below and argue about
their validity in section 4:
1. Authorized Proxying: Proxy connections are only accepted from proxies
with a valid EEC and PC.
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2. Limited Proxying: The client and the server have control over what pages
or parts of traffic can be shared with the proxy. This is based on:
(a) Proxy Trust Level
(b) Content Sensitivity
3. Proxy Detection: Both the client and the server must be able to detect
and distinguish between direct client-server connections and connections established via an intermediate proxy.
4. Limited-Depth Proxying: The depth of the chain of proxy certificates is
controlled by the entity delegating the proxy
5. Certificate Path Validation: The relying party can trace the path of the
delegation and verify that the delegation is legitimate.
3.3

Limited Proxying Framework

We propose a framework for providing access-controlled content filtering services
based on the proxy certificate profile defined in section 2.4. The framework definition includes defining a filtering-specific access-control policy language, processes
for issuing and verifying proxy certificates, and the handshakes used to create
the client-proxy and proxy-server connections.
Content Filtering Policy Language We define a policy language in the proxy
certificate profile that is suitable to the task of content filtering. This policy can
be used to determine if the proxy is allowed to visit the content they are trying
to visit. The policy in this policy language is defined as the concatenation of:
1. A integer representing the trust level associated with that proxy certificate.
2. A list of allowed and disallowed domains that the proxy can visit on behalf
of the user.
3. A set of allowed cipher suites to be used by the proxy.
We elaborate more on this definition in appendix A. Given a certain content
on one of the proxy’s allowed domains, the server, can determine if the proxy can
serve this content based on the trust level of the proxy server and the sensitivity
of the content. For example, a high-quality anti-virus can be trusted more than
a cheap parental-control software.
Managing End Entity Certificates Similar to the X.509 PKI, the identities of all entities including clients, servers, and proxies is verified using EEC.
The issuance of an identity certificate is done typically via one of the trusted
certificate authorities. An example is the free, automated, and open-source certificate authority Let’s Encrypt 7 . Proxies are required to identify by an identity
end entity certificate that is different from the proxy certificate issued by the
corresponding client proxy issuer. An end entity certificate serves as the proxy’s
long-term identity, while a proxy certificate is a proof of delegation issued by
every client. In the framework, a proxy can’t function if their EEC is expired or
revoked even if their PC is valid.
7
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Managing Proxy Certificates Proxy certificates are issued by a proxy issuer, which is in our case either the client or another proxy server. The proxy
certificate is issued using the procedure described in section 2.4 while making
sure the certificate request conforms to the policy language defined previously
by including these fields:
– Proxy depth
– The policy fields (trust level, allowed and disallowed domains, allowed cipher
suites) or customized privileges identifier in the case of use of a customized
policy language.
To validate a proxy certificate by the relying party, the conditions in definitions 1
and 2 mentioned in section 2.4 have to be satisfied besides the following languagespecific conditions if the proxy issuer is already a proxy:
1. The trust level is at most as privileged as the parent proxy.
2. The set of allowed domains is a subset of the parent proxy’s allowed domains.
3. The set of disallowed domains is a superset of the parent proxy’s disallowed
domains.
4. The cipher suites set is a subset of the parent proxy’s cipher suites.
Revoking Proxy Certificates At any point in time, the client may decide to
revoke a proxy certificate they have issued at a point in time before its expiry
date. To do so, they publish the certificate to a certificate revocation list (CRL)
as explained in section 2.4. A note is given on the practicality of this process in
section 4.3.
Establishing Proxy Connections As illustrated in figure 2, to establish a full
proxy connection, the proxy creates two connections; one to the client initiated
by the client and one to the server initiated by the proxy on behalf of the client
as follows:
1. Client-Proxy Connection: The client initiates a connection to the proxy
server using their EEC and the proxy uses their PC and EEC. The user uses
Definition 2 to determine if this connection request is valid based on the
validity of the proxy’s introduced proxy certificate and based on that the
client decides whether to proceed.
2. Server-Proxy Connection: The proxy initiates a connection to the server
identifying by its EEC and PC while the server identifies by a typical X.509
certificate as in RFC 5280. Here, we mandate that the proxy notifies the
server that the connection is a proxy-type connection and that the proxy
provides their proxy certificate which will be considered the client certificate
in this proxy-server TLS connection. The proxy has also to use one of the
cipher suites required by the client in the policy language. In section 4.3, we
give a note on the practicality of verifying the client credentials. The server
here must verify that the cipher suite being used is one of the suites given
in the proxy certificate.
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Client

1:}ClientHello

Proxy

Server
2:}ProxyHello

3:}ServerHello,}ServerCert,}RequestProxyCert,}ServerKeyExchange
4:}ProxyHello,}{ServerCert,}ProxyCert},}RequestClientCert,}ServerKeyExchange3

5:}ClientCert,}ClientKeyExchange,}ChangeCipherSpec,}Finished
6:}{ClientCert,}ProxyCert},}ClientKeyExchange3,}ChangeCipherSpec,}Finished
7:}ChangeCipherSpec,}Finished
8:}ChangeCipherSpec,}Finished

Fig. 2. HTTPS interception Handshake in the proposed framework: Note that the
proxy relays back the server certificate information in step 4.

Relaying Server Certificate Information When establishing the proxyserver connection, we require the proxy to relay back the server certificate information to the user (step 4 in figure 2). The client uses the certificate information
to decide if they want to proceed with the connection. As explained in section 3.1,
it is assumed that the proxy is an honest principal who will relay the certificate
information as is. The client can decide then based on their trusted certificate
authorities whether to accept the relayed server certificate.
Sharing Content via Proxy After establishing both connections successfully,
the client tunnels their data to the server via the proxy. For each payload the
client wishes to send, they decide based on the trust level of the connected proxy
if they want to send this specific content over the proxy connection. The server
does the same by selectively deciding which content to send over via the proxy.

4
4.1

Discussion
Security Properties Analysis

In this subsection, we argue how the security requirements described in section
3.2 are satisfied in this framework. Considering the client-proxy and proxy-server
connections atomically, the only modification to the TLS handshakes is that we
mandate that the proxy relays back to the client the server certificate (step 4
in figure 2) and some extra restrictive checks to be done by the client and the
server. Therefore, the security properties of each connection by itself depends
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on the version of the TLS protocol used, and assuming a secure version such
as TLS 1.3 [46], both proxy connections don’t expose the security properties of
the individual connections. We now give a short argument for each of the other
properties about the framework as a whole:
1. Authorized Proxying: Based on the request validity criteria described in
Definition 2, a connection can be only established via a proxy with a valid
EEC and PC with valid delegation privileges.
2. Proxy Detection: The proxy connection is done via a proxy certificate
which is distinguishable from an EEC. A relying entity can clearly determine
if the connection is direct or via a proxy.
3. Limited Proxying: In the proxy certificate fields, the level of trust and
allowed domains to be accessed is specified. The relying party (client or
server) can choose what content to share over a proxy server based on these
fields.
4. Limited-Depth Proxying: The depth of delegation is specified in the
proxy certificate field pCPathLenConstraint as described in RFC 3820 and
enforced in the certificate issuance and validation processes.
5. Certificate Path Validation: The framework uses the path validity criteria described in Definition 1 which relies on the chain of trust principle.
This enables the relying user to trace the trail of certificates up to a root
certificate they trust.
4.2

Applications

This framework has the typical applications mentioned in section 2.1 that a
content filtering system can perform. We demonstrate an application of our
framework by the following example from the enterprise security domain.
Enterprise Content Filtering For a company X to use the proposed framework to do company-wide content filtering using the proxy server Y to achieve
enterprise security, one strategy can be as follows. The company employees can
issue a proxy certificate to the company with a depth greater than 1. The company can then use this proxy certificate to subsequently delegate the content
filtering proxy Y to act as a proxy between the employee and the requested web
service. When the employees start surfing the web, they will find that their connections are being tunneled through Y as instructed by X. Since this path can
be validated up to the client’s EEC, the client can trust this connection as long
as the other request validity conditions are satisfied.
4.3

Practical Considerations

Server-Side Proxy Certificates In our framework, we chose to let the proxy
issuer be the client. In some cases, it may be important for the server to selectively determine which proxies can be used to access their services and therefore
requiring issuing proxy certificates from both the client and the server.
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Trusting Proxy Certificates In today’s world, most HTTPS connections are
done without providing a client certificate or caring about its validity. Although
it is crucial for the client to verify that the proxy certificate is valid, it may be
an overhead for the server to verify client-issued proxy certificates, specially that
not all normal users own trusted end entity certificates. In this case, a server
may choose to deal with the proxy connection as if it were a direct connection
and leaving the choice of what content is shareable over the proxy to the client.
One more issue is the normal users’ ability to publish revoked proxy certificate
serial numbers to a global CRL that web servers rely on. While this may be hard
in practice, we still include it in the framework design for completeness.
Relaying Server Certificate Information In the proposed framework, relaying the server certificate information back to the user provides the user with
finer control on the certificates they want to trust. Not only that the proxy has
to trust the server certificate, but also the client has to give their final approval
via their own chain of trust.
Limitations Although we have been struggling to distinguish between an attacker and a legitimate proxy, it doesn’t mean that this method eliminates the
risks associated with practical use of SSL certificates in the wild mentioned in
section 2.3 such as forged, expired, or misconfigured SSL certificates.

5

Conclusions

We have proposed a novel method to establish proxy connections for contentfiltering purposes between clients and web services. The proposed framework
establishes an access-controlled limited proxying method that enhances the privacy of the users online. We have also analyzed the security properties and some
practical considerations of this framework and demonstrated how it can be applied in the domain of enterprise security as an application.
In the future, we want to consider the applicability of this method to the
recent TLS 1.3 protocol draft [46]. It is also interesting to verify our security
requirements using formal methods such as ProVerif8 [5] or Tamarin Prover9
[39] by extending existing formal models such as [12]. We are also interested in
implementing this framework by adding software support to the participating
parties; clients, proxies, and servers.
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Appendix A

Content Filtering Policy Language

In the proposed framework, we have defined a policy language to be used with
the proxy certificate profile. In this section, we list the structure of that language.
The policy field of the proxy certificate extension is encoded as a string in
the field policy in listing 1.1. This string is an encoding of the structure listed
in listing 1.2. This structure is defined in the Abstract Syntax Notation One
(ASN.1) [34] which is a standard interface description language. The structure
consists of the fields mentioned in 3.3.
Listing 1.2. The definition of the policy structure in the ASN.1 notation before encoding.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

F i l t e r i n g P o l i c y : : = SEQUENCE {
allowedDomains
SEQUENCE( SIZE ( 0 . . 2 5 5 ) ) OF OCTET
STRING,
disallowedDomains
SEQUENCE( SIZE ( 1 . . 2 5 5 ) ) OF OCTET
STRING,
cipherSuites
SEQUENCE( SIZE ( 1 . . 1 0 0 ) ) OF
CipherSuite ,
−− Assuming t h e r e i s an enum o f t y p e C i p h e r S u i t e
already defined .
trustLevel
INTEGER( 0 . . 1 0 0 0 )
}

